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On the décomposition of a class of
plane quasiconformal mappings

Edgar Reich(1)

Dedicated to Albert Pfluger on the occasion of his seventieth birthday

1. Introduction

Let Oj dénote the class of quasiconformal mappings w =/(z) of the unit disk
U {|z|<l} onto l/ {|w|<l} with the property that the boundary values of /
are those of the identity:

f(eie)^eie, O<0<2<7T.

If fe Qf, then the complex dilatation fx of /,

will be said to belong to class 9. The maximal dilatation of / is

K[f] i±§2, k[f] ess sup 1^(2)1
1 — ^LT J zeU

To avoid triviality we assume fc[/]>0.
We will be concerned with certain questions related to the possibility of

decomposing a given fe Qr into factors

/ /Wi, /,€Of, K[ft]<K[fl î l,2. (1.1)

In particular, we will see that a décomposition satisfying (1.1) always exists. This
should be contrasted with the known fact [4, pp. 215-216] that from the

1 Work done with support from National Science Foundation grant MCS 75-06656A01.
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16 EDGAR REICH

assumptions that fx e & and 0 < t < 1 it does not follow that t\x e ^. Thus, the

attempt to construct /„ î 1, 2, as(2)

does nof work. In fact, as shown by Gehring [2], a décomposition of / of type
(1.1), where K[ft] K112, i 1, 2, does not necessarily exist.

In Theorem 1 the rôle played by fx will be a mapping

/1(z) ft(z,r), zeU, 0<f<fo(fc), k k[fl (1.2)

close to the identity, and depending on the positive parameter t. In this case f2

assumes the rôle of a variation f of the mapping /,

/Uz) /ofc-1, 0<f<fo(fc), /(O,z) /(z). (1.3)

The construction of h(z, t) for Theorem 1 requires the application of the
Hahn-Banach theorem. On the other hand the process is sufficiently constructive
so that the dilatations of ail mappings involved are capable of being estimated

explicitly in terms of k. An alternative construction of the /j, avoiding the
Hahn-Banach theorem, is found in Section 4. The resulting Theorem 3 has the
advantage of leading to a very simple estimate for K[ft], but the disadvantage that
a bound on K[f] is assumed.

As a corollary of Theorems 2 and 3 a potentially quantitative version of a

resuit of Earle and Eells [1] on the décomposition of feQj into (1 + e)-
quasiconformal mappings /„

/=//Li-o/2°/i, fteQ» (1.4)

is obtained (Section 3).
A décomposition of type (1.4) give rise to an interpolating chain % {F} for /

within Ql9

F0(z) z, Fn(z) f{z), F, =/,<>/;_! o...ofl9 i 1, 2,..., n,

which connects / to the identity. If

2/x dénotes the quasiconformal mapping of U onto U with complex dilatation x(z), normahzed so

that /*(!)= 1, f(0=*, f (-1) -1.
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we shall say that <€ has link size e. We define

In Section 5 we shall see that JR(^) can be bounded in terms of K[f] alone.
Before proceeding we must list a number of known results and an immédiate

corollary of one of them for référence later. In what follows

dxdy,

and 38 dénotes the Banach space of functions cp(z) holomorphic in 17,

will be the class of ail complex valued measurable functions v(z), zeU, such that

U 0 for ail

For a given quasiconformal mapping g of U onto U, Qg dénotes the class of
quasiconformal mappings of U onto U which agrée with g on d U. Each class Qg
contains at least one extremal member, G, in the sensé that K[G] is minimal.

We recall the following ([4], [6]):

THEOREM A. If fie ^ then, for any function <p e SB,

dxdy
2

\<p(z)\dxdy. (1.5)

THEOREM B. Suppose g is a quasiconformal mapping of U onto U with
complex dilatation x(z). If G is an extremal mapping in Qg, K[G] (14- fc*)/(l - k*),
then

(1.6)
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where

(1.7)

[*]= sup f f-J^t-l^zJldxdy. (1.8)
f <peâ8 J J L — \X(Z)\

If x(z) fi/(z), 0< t < l/IIHU then

='H"*dxdy
u u u

If veJf9 then the first intégral on the right hand side vanishes, and we obtain

As a corollary of Theorem B, we therefore hâve the following.

THEOREM C. Suppose veJf, 0<r<l/||i/|U and suppose g /fv. If G is an

g,extremal mapping in Qg, K[G] (l + fc*)/(l-fc*), then

(1.9)

2. Variation of / in the dass Qv

Following the notation of Section 1, we will prove the following.

THEOREM 1. There exist fonctions ô(k)>0, to(k)>0, and C{k), defined for
0 < fe < 1, with the following properties. Iffe QIt ||/u,|U k (K - 1)/(K + 1), 0 < t <
to{k), then there existe a mapping h{z, t)e Qx such that

(2.1)
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and

jjfl/ofr1]^ £-«(*)*. (2.2)

Proof. The expression

defines a bounded linear functional over £8, By the Hahn-Banach and Riesz

représentation theorems(3) there exists a complex valued measurable function t(z),
zeU, such that

and

—:—75 (pdxdy \ | r<p dx dy, for ail

Hence,

iS (2-3)

while, by Theorem A,

IHI^IILJI^^. (2.4)

Let

r (^j (2.5)

3 Applications of the Hahn-Banach theorem in closely related situations can be found in [3] and
[5].
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The complex dilatation of g2 is

¦tv(z) gl2

We will show that there exist 8\k)>0, and ^(fc)>0, such that

\tLbU)\ < k - 8\k)t, 0 < t < ro(k), zeU, U= gx(z)). (2.7)

Let a a(fc), 0<a(k)< 1, be the solution of the équation

Let

S, {z 6 17: \n(z)\ < a},

Since |/u.(z)|^a<fc for zeS,, it is obvious from (2.6) that there exist

t1{k)>0, such that

ôjf, 0<f<ft, zeSj. (2.9)

By (2.6),

Therefore, for z e S2, we hâve the development

1 — \ul r\\2 _ (2.10)

where the 0(r2) term is uniform both with respect to z and to k, providing k is

bounded away from 1. By (2.3),
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Therefore, by (2.4), (2.8), the coefficient of -f in (2.10) is bounded below by

Hence, there exist 62(fc)>0, f2(fc)>0, such that

Taking ô'(fc) min (8l9 82), ^(fc) min (tu t2), therefore establishes (2.7).

Next, we correct for the fact that gx does not necessarily belong to Qj. By
Theorem C, only a relatively small correction is required. Namely, let Gx be

extremal for the class Qgi. In view of (2.3), (2.4),

Thus, Theorem C provides an estimate of the type

The mapping

^ G71og1 (2.13)

evidently belongs to Ql9 and in view of (2.5), (2.11), and (2.12), it has the desired

property (2.1) when 8(k), ro(fe), C(k) are chosen appropriately. On the other
hand,

Thus, by employing (2.7) and (2.12), after possibly modifying 8{k), ro(fc), C(fc),
we obtain (2.2).

3. Décomposition of /
In Theorem 1 we may choose t as some spécifie value, say t

min[to(k), (K-l)/(2C(fc))]. As is easily seen by following the computations of
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Section 2, the functions to(k)9 8(k), and C(k) occurring in assertions (2.1) and

(2.2) can be chosen as continuons functions of fc, 0<fc<l. Writing h=fu
f° h~1 f2, we can therefore assert the following.

THEOREM 2. There exists a function &(K), defined for 1<K<*>, with the

following properties:

(i) <I>(K) is continuous, l<K<°oy $(1)= 1, (3.1)

(ii) <P(K)<K, Ktf«x>, (3.2)

(iii) If /eOr, K[f] K, then there exist /ieQj, /2eQr, suc/i tfiaf f f2°fl9
,i 1,2. (3.3)

Suppose now the décomposition process referred to in (3.3) is iterated. Stage /
results in a décomposition of / into 2] factors each having a maximal dilatation not
more than <Pj(K[f]), where

<Pt(x) *(x), <PJ+1(x)

As a conséquence of (3.2)

4>J+1(x) <#,(*), 7 1,2,...,

and, with the help of (3.1), it therefore follows that

Thus we see that an interpolating chain (€ {Fl] Connecting / to the identity within
Oj, with link size e, exists4 [1].

It would be straightforward to convert the above to an estimate of the value of
n N(K, e) required to achieve the décomposition (1.4).

4. An alternative décomposition algorithm

We will now indicate a more symmetric and somewhat more elementary
procédure for arriving at the factors fl9 f2 of Theorem 2. However, the success of

4 The desirability of approaching the Earle-Eells results in this fashion occurred to the author as a

sequel to an oral communication from Professor A. Marden whom he would also like to thank for
helpful remarks.
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the procédure will be guaranteed only if K[f] îs sufficiently small From Section 5

ît appears, on the other hand, that under certain circumstances ît may be useful to

apply the décomposition process of Theorem 2 in conjunctwn with that of
Theorem 3

THEOREM 3 // K[f] < M (3 + V5)/2 2 61803398 then the assertions

of Theorem 2 hold with

4>(x) x3/2-x + l, l<x<M (4 1)

Proof Let gi(z) be a quasiconformal mapping of U onto U with complex
dilatation

(#1/2+l)2

This makes

(4 2)

g2 /°gi1 The complex dilatation fx2 of g2 is

M2°gl(z)=-

Hence,

IIM/2|U ~ J~^ ~j T, 77~= K (4 3)

that is,

/=^2°gi, K[gt] K1/2, « 1,2, (4 4)

As in Section 2, we correct for the fact that gt need not belong to Qt by
mtroducmg an extremal mapping Gt from the class Qgl Let

(4 5)
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The mappings fu f2 are then defined by means of

/i <V°gi, /2 g2°G1.

By (4.4) and (4.5),

(4.6)

(4.7)

We now proceed to apply Theorems A and B, and (4.2), to estimate K* from
above. Since /ll1(z)

Using Theorem A to estimate the first intégral on the right side, we deduce that

dxdy

Therefore,

tk2 t(l-t2)k3 (l-t2k)tk2
- k2 - t2k2) (1 - fc)(l - t2k2)

Evidently,

2k2t2k

Hence, by Theorem B,

fc* (1 + Qtfc2

l-fcf~(l-
and, therefore,
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Substituting K (l + fc)/(l-fc), and the value of t as specified m (4 2) into the

outer mequahty in (4 8), we obtam

l) (4 9)

Therefore, by (4 7),

This complètes the proof of Theorem 3 The upper bound M on K[f] îs the
solution of the équation

M3/2-M+l M,

5. Bounds for R(<€)

The principal resuit of the présent section will be to establish that for a given
fe Oz an interpolating chain % may be constructed for which R(^>) îs bounded in
terms of K[f]

LEMMA 5 1 Suppose fe Qf, K[f] K<54 Then, for any e > 0, there exists an
interpolating chain <€ for f with hnk size e such that

Proof Let

xo=l + ao, ao K-l (5 1)

Let 0(x) be defined by (4 1), and let

7=1,2, (5 2)

In line with the remarks of Section 3 ît will suffice to establish that the recursion
formula (5 2) implies that

U7)(2J><e2(K l>, 7=1,2, (5 3)
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We first note that

-1)2, x>1. (5.4)

Let {a,} be any séquence of real numbers such that

aJ+1-a,>2-'a2, / 0,l,2,.... (5.5)

Suppose

l<xm<l + 2"mam (5.6)

for some nonnegative integer m. It then follows, by (5.2), (5.4), (5.5), that

Thus, by induction, (5.6) holds for m 0,1,2, For any number b>0, the

séquence

/ 0,l,2,..., (5.7)

will satisfy (5.5). Therefore, if

^-«.-S-l, Le. b £±, (5.8)

we conclude that

x, < l + 2-Jo, < l + 2-Jft, / 0,1, 2,...,

and, therefore,

< eh

as was to be shown.

THEOREM 4. There existe a fonction V(K), defined for 1< Jf <<», with the

following property: Iffe Ql9 then, for any e>0, there existe an interpolating chain %
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for f with hnk size e such that

Proof. Given /e Qz we apply the process of Section 3 to find

u{ g QI9 K[Ul]< l l 1, 2,..., N N(K, 0.25),

such that

f=uN° uN_! « • • • o u2o Ml.

By applying Lemma 5.1 to each factor ux we arrive at an interpolating chain % for
/ with

e2{K 1)iV(K025)
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